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ABSTRACT 
In this note it is shown that the addition of certain instances of the schema 
of generalized continuity to intuitionistic elementary analysis is conservative with 
respect to arithmetical sentences. 
§ 1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall presuppose acquaintance with [K, T] and to a lesser degree 
with [Tl], and with parts of [T2], notably Q 2.6, 9 3.3. 
By generalized continuity we mean the following schema (A almost 
negative) 
Continuity for functions (CONTi, or C-C’* in [K, T], *27.1 in [K, V], 
there called “Brouwer’s principle for functions”) is the special case of GC 
obtained by taking 0 = 0 for Aar : 
Here 
!ylor A B(ar, ?]a) may also be written as 
where 
3/Q-+ N p) A Vd(ylor N 6 + B(ol, 6)) 
yla”/? zs ~%3&‘(8*%J)=@+l) A ~?Wr&(y~#O+y?%=y(T&*?Y&)). 
Let EL: be the system of elementary intuitionistic analysis, as ELI in 
[Tl], but written with “choice” variables OL, 8, y, 6 for sequences. EL: 
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contains AC&l : 
ACol l7%3&4(Z:, a) + 3/3VzA(x, (/9)5). 
By a result of Goodman [G], or Mint [Ml, EL: is conservative over HA. 
In [Tl] it was shown that EL:+CONTl is conservative over EL: w.r.t. 
sentences of arithmetic and hence conservative over HA. 
Now one might conjecture 
CONJECTURE. EL:+GC is conservative over EL: w.r.t. arithmetical 
sentences (and hence conservative over HA). 
At present we do not know how to settle this conjecture in general. 
In this note we show that at least for certain interesting special cases 
of GC the conjecture holds. The special cases consist of those instances 
of GC where Aa expresses (c a finite type) 
“ILL is neighbourhood function of an intensional continuous functional 
of type 1.7” 
or 
“0~ is a neighbourhood function of an extensional continuous functional 
of type u”. 
In the second example, our proof makes essential use of the recursive 
density theorem (the corresponding theorem for the first example is trivial). 
It should be noted that GC implies the following “axiom of partial 
choice” (A almost negative) 
As a corollary to our conjecture it would follow that GAC is conservative 
over HA. If this weaker hypothesis is wrong, then one might still try to 
establish the weaker 
CONJECTURE. EL:+GC is conservative over EL:+GAC with respect 
to arithmetical sentences. 
In connection with the second special case of GC (let us call it GCscr 
for short) established in this paper, we should note the following. Let 
[BL]xcr indicate the schema of bar induction of type c, when the objects 
of type u are interpreted as extensional continuous functionals (cf. [T2], 
3.5.19) and let [BI&cr be the corresponding schema but with the mono- 
tonicity replaced by decidability (i.e. V[(PE v 7 P5)) ; [BI&c+ and 
[BL]scr are equivalent relative to EL*+GCECF (we have not shown, 
however, that the results of this paper extend from EL* to EL* + [BIO]xcr ; 
we conjecture the answer is positive). 
0 2. OUTWE OF TEE PROOF 
Since the details may be confusing initially, we give a rather detailed 
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outline. The proof, however, does involve only one essentially new element 
over the proofs in [Tl] : an analysis of the role of almost negative formulae 
(lemma 2 in $ 2). 
Let us restrict attention to GCA, i.e. GC restricted to a particular A 
(while B remains arbitrary). Under suitable conditions on A we show how 
to obtain 
EL: +GCA is conservative over EL: w.r.t. arithmetical sentences. 
The sketch will make it clear that the argument can be easily extended 
so as to include GCA for all A satisfying the conditions ; this is at most 
notationally awkward. 
In our discussion below, A is almost negative, fixed. We first introduce 
a type structure TA, de&red inductively by 
We write as usual 1 for (O)O, 2 for l(0) etc. Ti is the substructure of TA 
obtained inductively from 1, A by (ii) only. We put 
A&) FE o=o; A&) = o=o 
AA(OI) = Aa; A,x,(a) = AC&) A Ar(j2or) 
A(o),(cx) = Fcc(l.n- a(!2 * n) 13 A,) (u # 0) 
&T,o(ol) = ~j%A& -+ !a(@)) A Vnm(an # 0 + an=a(n * m)) (u#O) 
A@)s(Ol) - ~/3(AL7p +- !c@ h Ar(~I/l)) h Fnm(orn# 0 -+ an= dc(n * m)) 
(u, ZZO). 
Now we construct a definitional extension EL:* of EL: by addition 
of new sorts of variables c?, $, y*, 6”, for 0 E Ti, ranging over functions 
in A,. We add corresponding quantifiers BOP, Zor” and quantifier-rules 
and axioms. Here we must already assume that the A, to contain at least 
one element, or we have to reformulate the quantifier-rules and axioms 
so as to be applicable to a possibly empty domain. The meaning of the 
new variables and quantifiers is expressed by 
(1) Bol[A,a + 3!9% = 8)l 
(2) 
GCA is now expressed as 
BC%“A,CL 
Let EL:** be similar to EL:*, but now with a, b, c, d, e, f as function 
variables. 
First of all, we now also add variables a”, b”, c*, d”, e”, f” for all (T E T4. 
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We write Ai instead of A, in this case, in order to emphasize that 
quantifiers Va’, 3a’ (r E TA) have taken the place of BOI’, 3b1’ in A,. 
We introduce operations .I-, . ( - ) with corresponding rules of term 
formation 
(a) a” is a term of type (T (short: a” E (T) 
(b) v E (a)O, w E (T + y(y) E 0 (i.e. a numerical term) 
(c) TE(& WEU, a,t#O*&JEt. 
We also need certain other constant operators for term formation, as 
will become clear from the details of the proof. As before, we have 
Va[Ah -+ 3b”(a = b)] 
VanAh. 
Furthermore we shall now assume A’ to have the following properties 
(I) there exists a provably recursive predicate ConsA, i.e. 
such that 
H k ConsA (n) v -, ConsA (n) 
Cons.4 (12) ++ 3aA(aA E n), 
(II) we can find a via E (A)A such that for ConsA (n) 
(3) 
These properties are readily extended to similar properties for all AA, 
cr E Ti, as the reader can verify for himself. (E.g. 
Conso xz (n) E Cons, (k?n) A Corm (k%), 
where ti, ti are such that k?(n * 2) =lc?n * (jix), i$< ) = ( ) for i= 0, 1.) 
Let us call the definitional extension of EL:** obtained so far H. As 
a next step, we add new variables for functions 2, $, ye, 6” for all types 
u E Ti. Note that A,(a) is now different from A:(a); in the first case 
“choice” quantifiers may occur, but not in the second case. 
Term and functor formation are similar to CS, and in particular we 
take care that we do not implicitly identify the ranges of the two sorts 
of variables ; for example, where t[orl, x] is given, LZ - t[oll, x] is a “choice” 
functor, but not a “lawlike” functor which may be substituted for a 
variable al. In particular, Ix - t[x, a, LX] is always a choice functor, but not 
always a “lawlike” functor. So 
Va”3oL”(a = a), but not V&‘3a”(a = a). 
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As to axioms, we assume of course (1) and (2) for the (r E TL, and the 
axioms and axiom schemata of EL:. 
Finally, we put in the following axioms: 
(4) Vav7d3x(a( 24 # 0) 
(5) bld3/FB(01, /?) -z- 3e’““Vol”B(or, elol) 
(6) VocQ[Bol -+ Ca] * Ve’“‘“[VdB(elol) --f VoPC(e[or)]. 
Note that if we drop (5), (6) we have simply a definitional extension 
of H. But we shall not assume in our axioms the a” to be contained in 
the range of a”. Call the resulting system CSn. 
Now we define an elimination mapping r (cf. [K, T], 7.1) which is 
applicable to all formulae not containing “choice” variables c?, ,Y’, . . . free, 
and not containing 3be within the scope of a quantifier V&, 3ol”. t is 
defined via an auxiliary mapping I-+ defined for formulae starting with 









3dBn I+ 3a”Ba 
Vd(t[0l] = ~[a]) I-+ Va’(t[a] = ~[a]) 
Va”(Bor A Cm) I+ Va”Bol A V&h 
Vd(Bol v Cn) I+ Vd’3x[(x=O -+ BLX) A (z#O -+ Cm)] 
Voc”(Ba + Car) I-+ Ve’“‘“[VabB(e~or) -+ Vd’C(ela)] 
1 
Va”VxB(ol, x) I+ Vd+h’B(ol, 2) 
Va”VaTB(a, a) I+ VaTd’B(a, a) 
V&‘V~‘B(or, j3) I+ Ve~ax7~BV~~uXT~TV~uX~~(e~~, /la) 
Va”3xB(lx, z) I+ 3e’“‘0Vn”(en#0 -+ Vd’B(d’jol, en - 1)) 
Vd’3/TB(lx, 8) I-+ 3e(“)TVcPB(oI, elm). 
Here “Vn”” stands for “Vn (Cons, (n) -+” and n?lol abbreviates q+&x, v,, 
as in II for A,. 
t(A) is now defined as the result of applying I+ as often as possible. 
Note that we have not specified a clause for the quantifier-combination 
Va”3lb” in the definition of I-+ ; as long as we restrict attention to formulae 
not containing a quantifier 3V within the scope of a quantifier Vi’, 
we do not need such a clause. 
DEFINITION. Let us call a formula B clean if it does not contain 
quantifiers 3b” within the scope of a quantifier V2 or 3~“. A derivation 
in CSR is clean if it involves only clean formulae. We shall write b-c for 
clean derivability. 
To establish our result, we need several lemmata. 
LEMMA 1. For clean B 
CSH t-B +-z(B). 
The following lemma plays a key role: 
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LEMMA 2. Let B be almost negative, and let B’ be the result of 
replacing all occurrences of variables Op and quantifiers ~TLY’, 3oP by 
variables and quantifiers a”, Van, 3a” (au not occurring in B) ; distinct 
variables are replaced by distinct variables. Then 
H FB’ttqB). 
With the help of this lemma we show 
LEBWA 3. 
C&I kc B =+H kt(B). 
For the proof of this lemma we have to rely heavily on the details of [K, T]. 
Finally, we can show that each proof in EL:+GCA can be transformed 
into a clean proof of the same assertion in CSn and thus we obtain 
LEMWA 4. 
EL:+G& t-B-H t-z(B). 
Since z leaves arithmetical formulae unchanged, we conclude 
THEOREM. EL: +GCA is conservative over EL: w.r.t. arithmetical 
formulae. 
As a corollary to the theorem we obtain, with the help of the recursive 
density theorem ([T2], 2.6.19, Ix]): 
COROLLARY A. EL:+GCECF is conservative over EL: w.r.t. arith- 
metical formulae. Here GCxcr is 
u {F: F E GCA, Ax = W&x)) 
with IV: as in [T2], 2.6.5. I.e. the premiss Aor expresses: oc is a neighbour- 
hood function for an extensional continuous functional of type (T. 
Similarly 
COROLLARY B. EL: +GCrcr is conservative over EL: w.r.t. arith- 
metioal formulae. (Cf. [T], 2.6.2.) 
§ 3. DETAILS OF THE PROOFS 
PROOFOFLEMMA~. By a straightforward induction on the complexity 
of B (or equivalently, by induction on the construction of z(B)). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. By induction on the construction of t(B) from B. 
Assume r(B) to be constructed from B by 12 applications of I-+; let us 
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call these replacements dr, . . . , d,. To each step dt corresponds a similar 
step 0: in a construction of t(B) from B’. For example, if dt replaces 
6Tab( COP -+ Dd’) by Ve(“)“[ Ba”C( e 1 a) -+ Vc?D(eja)] then we have corre- 
spondingly d ; replacing 
(*t) Vd’(C’u” + Da”) by Be’“‘“[Vu’C’(e]a) -+ Vo”D’(eja)]. 
Each step di replaces a subformula by an equivalent subformula (provably 
in H). For example, for (*) this is seen taking for e”“’ the special instance 
where e’“” is such that W’(elb”=a”). 
Clauses (viii), (ix) in the construction of z(B) from B are only used in 
the following contexts 
and similarly 
PTOIU3X@X, x] = B[or, 21) -& 
3e’“‘“Bau(t[ol, ela] =~[a, elm]) T- 
3e’“‘0Vuu(t[u, elu] =~[a, elu]), 
Under the corresponding steps A:, A; a subformula is replaced by an 
equivalent subformula in virtue of the fact that all terms in H depend 
continuously on their functional parameters. 
The steps corresponding to other clauses in the definition of I-+ present 
no problems. 
The proof of lemma 3 relies on a number of sublemmas. 
LEMMA 3A. H k t(Vc2’AOa). 
PROOF. A,ol is almost negative, and by lemma 2 
H k Ba”A:a tf z(Ba”A,lx) 
and the left hand side of this equivalence is an axiom. 
LEMMA 3B. H b z(Ba[A,o~ -+ 3$(& =/!?)I). 
PROOF. We have to show 
H k Be(l)l(z(Vc&(el~)) + 3j(l)~Vul(ela=flu)). 
An application of lemma 2 yields 
t(VdkL(el61)) -+ VdAi(elu), 
and VulA,i(elu) --+ 3j(1)oVu1(elu=flu) is an axiom. 
PROOF. Straightforward routine. 
We also need analogues to the lemmata 7.3.2, 7.3.4, 7.3.5 and 7.3.6 
of [K, T]. For example the analoguas of 7.3.5, 7.3.6 are 
LEMMA 3D. Writing rB1 for t(B), B clean: 
H k Be@‘[VoPBoI”~ -+ rV,!PB(el#?)l] 
H k Be’“‘“[rBa”A(e(dc), a)’ ff Vn’(en# 0 + VaPA(en 2 1, Qx)~)]. 
PROOF. We need first of all to establish closure conditions on the 
classes A& corresponding to the closure conditions on K established in 
IDBi. In fact, for clean formulae the closure conditions which really 
matter, involve only k&o, A&, with (T, r E TL. 
For the greater part this is just routine, in fact easier than for K, 
since e.g. to show that e(‘jp: f(‘)’ E (0)~ is practically trivial. There is one 
point which needs attention : the replacement of n]a by the more general 
n%, CJ E Ti. The essential properties here are, assuming Cons0 (m), 
Cons, (m) 
n”< ma + n” : m” N m” * Ba”(n”l (m”la) = mu/a) 
(7) 
i- 
m”<n” -+ n”: m” - no i-9 Va”(nul(m”la)=nola) 
(e’“‘O; f”‘“)nz’ # 0 -+ 3n”(en = (e; f)m A (n : f) : m N f : m) 
These properties are guaranteed if we assume that in each Ai, IJ E Ti we 
can explicitly construct an element vu. For then we may assume the q+, 
of (3) in the preceding section to be redefined as a & such that 
Ex=m*9j*m’Am<nA 7 (m*fj<n) +-yJ6xEtp,lyo 
6x>n -+ qqczx E Ex. 
7~: satisfies the properties (3), and in addition the properties (7) listed 
above. Tne explicit construction of the p# is guaranteed if we assume the 
existence of a 7yA definable in H. 
For the rest the proof of 3D becomes routine, and so does the whole 
proof of lemma 3; we may appeal to lemmata 3A, B, C for the axioms 
which have no analogue in CS. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4. Here we need to show that an instance (in EL:*) 
of GCA can be obtained by a clean derivation in CSu. The concept of a 
derivation has to be formulated such that an application of a rule 
31, . . . . F, +-F is read as F:, . . . . F*, =+ F*, where FF is the universal 
closure of Ft w.r.t. “choice” variables LYO. 
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This requires an argument only in the case of GC.4, which is not an 
axiom schema of CSn. Consider an instance of GCA in the language of 
EL:* : 
and thus by axiom (5) of CSn 
This can be rewritten as 
We now show that 
Vf (ax’)13&(f =& A A~sxr)l(E)). 
By lemma 2 
H k Z(A~oxr)l(f(uXT)l)) tf A;ox*~l(f(uxr)l). 
Also 
Thus 
CSH k-c t(&xr,l(f(aX7)1)) * &Xr,l(f(uXt)l). 
CSH b-c A@Xt)l(f’bX*)l) 
and therefore in CSn by a clean proof 
Now consider for any E the following 6 primitive recursive in cy and E: 
6% = E@Z. j(,,, (&)(lth (12))). 
It is easy to see that by a clean proof 
A,(a) A Am&) -+&l(6) 
if 6 is defined as indicated. Therefore 
Ba”36 E A(,)lV/Wy(6Ip N y + B(e(““laL, p, 7)). 
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This has been established for arbitrary e”““, and thus 
has been established by a clean derivation. 
Therefore, by a final application of (6), we have obtained a clean proof 
of (8) in CSn. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY A, B. The recursive density theorem ([K], [T2], 
2.6.19) establishes the existence of ConsA, qn satisfying (I), (II) in $ 2 
and (7) in $ 3, for the case of A E Wi. 
The corresponding density theorem for the intensional continuous 
functionals is completely trivial. 
$ 4. CORRECTIONS TO [K, T] 
In addition to corrections indicated to [Tl], [T3]: 
page 277, line 15, read 
“b((R(a, tl n) z 1) * 12)” for “b((a(t1 n) A 1) *n)“; 
page 329, line 13, read 
“a(72 * m) = an” for “a(% * m) # 0” ; 
page 348, lines 7 till 4 have to be replaced by 
“ve’n A l>O. In the first case AolEn7Vy(fja)y=0); if Ay<lth(n) 
(g(n, y) #O), it follows that e.g. for 01 E n * n * (1) (/]a)(2 lth n 2 1) = 0. 
Hence in the first case there is a y<lth (n), V z(y= 2z), such that g(n, y) =O. 
Similarly, in the second case we find a y <lth (n), V z(y = 2z+ l), with 
g(n, y) =O. As a result 
An(e’n#O-+AarEnVx(fxx=O)) 
hence A 01 V x(orx= 0) which is contradictory as we have seen.” 
page 355, line 10, read 
“V a A aA” for “V CG A A”; 
page 366, line 9, read 
“A(en - 1, n/a, z)” for “A(en - 1, OL, 5)“; 
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page 367, line 6, read 
“=i- V f A n” for “=s- V f Vn”; 
page 379, line 2, read 
“rA*(a, e)“’ for “A*(a, e)“, 
and in line 4, read 
‘vAwy> for crA*yp. 
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